For further details and to book onto one of our referral evenings, please visit www.bkh.co.uk or email Al Kwong Hing at al@bkh.co.uk, Chris Barrow at chris@bkh.co.uk, or call 0161 820 5466 for more information about BKH.

Discover the Secret Wonders of India

As a culture it is renowned for its diversity and rich history, India is home to many secret wonders, and the AGD is offering you the opportunity to discover them.

On 5th April this year, AGD volunteers will be travelling to India to discover some of this incredible nation, which is home to some of the world’s most iconic landmarks and ancient civilizations.

User comfort is also considered as UnoDent Resist Mirror Handles are made from an improved material that is lightweight, strong and more tactile. The material is hypo-allergenic which ensures a high grip and maximum control throughout treatment.

A CREC Data for Your Diary – March 21st 2013

A free webinar will take place on Thursday 21st March at 7.30pm hosted by Dr John Moore. He will explain how CREC is used by around 40,000 dentists worldwide to create beautiful posterior and anterior restorations both in the surgery and in conjunction with the restorative treatment.

For further information please contact PC UK or 01928 219999.
**Sientdent Dental Systems**

**Over 30 years experience with dental products**

With over 30 years experience of working exclusively in partnership with Sirona, to promote the world’s premier brand, the leading high tech dental equipment and support their many loyal customers, when you buy Sirona Equipment from us, you get the best price and exclusive Special Offers, but you also get access to the best sales support in the UK. Sirona Specialists. Sientdent Systems offers the choice from the complete range of Sirona Treatment Centres, 2D and 3D-planar and film based x-ray apparatus – including the very latest Orthopantomograph 2D digital panoramic machine, their extensive range of Sirona handpieces, and auxiliary items including Sinolav, SIRONIX and DAC sterilisation units. Whatever possible patients clients are invited to visit the Courtyard, Sientdent’s state-of-the art showroom and teamwork facility in Cheyney, where they will be able to see the complete product range in action. Finally Sientdent will undertake a complete Project Management Service, including installation and post installation service support, to enable these dreams to become reality.

For further information please contact Sientdent Dental Systems Ltd 01932 582000 or email j.cottle@sientdent.co.uk

---

**A CLASSIC FOR IMPANT HANDPIECES**

The Sinora 51 Classic handpieces are manufactured from high grade thorium to provide a smooth, robust and extremely balanced instrument ideally designed for implant surgery. A lightweight design with non-slip grip provides optimum illumination with a low heat generation ensuring a cool patient throughout every area in the operating site. Together with the Sinolav L electric motor, the Sinora 51 Classic handpieces are ideal for implant surgery. They can provide all the necessary treatment for implantology with just one handpiece. Cavitron is delivered directly to the operating area with the Kirschner/Neuwirth principle for optimum treatment with irrigation.

Noise levels for the Classic implant handpiece have been reduced giving less stress to user and patient whilst treated. Keep the smooth titanium surface free of all potential dirt traps making the handpiece easy to repeatedly clean and sterile on an autoclave at up to 130°C.

For more details please contact Sientdent Dental Systems Ltd 0845 071 5041 or email sondenta@enteral.co.uk

---

**SDI Polady and Polaryl Polady**

Polady and Polaryl from SDI are two cosmetic whitening systems that will help your patients achieve a whiter and healthier smile. Both Polady and Polaryl are line neutral which ensures the full release of the peroxide, providing patient comfort. “An excellent product for all the centres, even the most sensitive or apprehensive patients,” says Dr. Stephen Price, Director of the Cosmetic Dentistry Centre. “The combination gradient of 10% and 32% hydrogen peroxide ensures maximum bleaching efficiency.”

Polady and Polaryl can be used on any tooth colour regardless of its shade, allowing the cosmetic dentists to produce a natural result.

For more information, contact The Dental Directory on 0800 585 586, or visit www.dental-directory.co.uk.

---

**Free next day delivery on all orders from The Dental Directory**

“...the Dental Directory offers a fantastic variety of over 20,000 products, ranging from sundries to equipment and forniture. The Dental Directory’s team of enthusiastic and knowledgeable staff are always happy to solve any queries or questions you may have about any product. Free next day delivery as standard, the Dental Directory is keen to promote complete customer satisfaction on every order.”

Stacey Hughes, Practice Manager of Burgess Hyde Dental Group in Ferryhy, County Durham says:

“We have been using the Dental Directory for over 15 years and I am very impressed with the service when it comes to both price and the quality of the goods they sell. Orders arrive the next day and all deliveries are free of charge, no matter how small the order. We have a very good local rep who is always willing to help with anything needed. We have always received a very good service and will continue to use them.”

For more information, contact The Dental Directory on 0800 585 586, or visit www.dental-directory.co.uk.

---

**UCL Eastman Training in Restorative Dental Practice: “made me a far better dentist”**

Dr. Yariv Halabi is a Dental Specialist in Prosthodontics at Harley Street in London. He has successfully completed the Certificate and Diploma level courses in the Restorative Dental Practice programme at the UCL Eastman Dental Institute. “I started with the Certificate course and it gave me so much professionally, that I decided to continue,” says Dr. Halabi. “One of the things that I really enjoyed was the fact that you could bring in your own cases and discuss them with really skilled and experienced dentists and get a qualified answer.”

The Eastman has a really good reputation. I was pretty impressed both with the teaching and the facilities. I feel it’s a great resource and it’s an opportunity for me to get onto a part-time PhD programme here in London. I'm very grateful to my project, helping me to develop my academic career.”

“I would definitely recommend the course because it’s really opened up not only new career pathways for me but also made me a much more contented dentist, and a far better dentist than I was.”

For further information, please contact Victoria Banks, Programme Administrator, on 020 7955 1251, email: v.banks@ucd.ac.uk or visit www.ucd.ac.uk/eastman/cdp

---

**Spry Encouraging good oral health from the start with Spry**

Spry has now been proven to be a highly effective tool against tooth decay in children.

Made-up of a unique 5-carbon sugar alcohol structure, spry contains rebaudioside-a, a compound from a number of pathogenic bacteria including Streptococcus mutans (S. mutans), which have been proven to cause the formation of plaque on teeth. With 40% less calories than normal sugar, Spry is a great way of achieving good dietary balance for children. The varied range of products from Spry include those designed specifically for children. The Spry Toothpaste for example, is fluoride-free and totally safe to swallow, while being available in different textural styles, the toothpaste also includes a novelty toothbrush perfect for young teeth and gums.

It is essential that children be given the tools to maintain good oral health, from a young age. Combine effective products with good dental routines established from a young age, and children have every chance to enjoy a healthy life.

For more information contact Anyana 4 Ltd on 01432 651331, or visit www.anyana.co.uk

---

**Owning Cabinetry with Fantastic Service from Tavom UK**

Tavom UK has long established an international reputation for producing top quality, expensive, technologically advanced cabinetry. Each member of our team pride themselves on delivering efficient and beautiful furniture to customers based throughout the UK and further afield, helping to ensure the highest possible levels of customer service. We are proud to have been associated with Tavom UK for over 15 years and we are delighted with our new partners in DeconTEAMination, The Dental Directory.

For a fixed monthly costing Dentalair will adopt your existing compressor facility in Chertsey, where they will be able to see the complete product range in action. For further information call Sirona UK on 0800 752 1212 or visit the Tavom website www.tavom.co.uk For RPA Dental on 08000 933975, or visit www.rpadental.net

---

**Posterior Composite Filling**

Non-stick INSTRUMENT SET TO DIRECTLY REPLACE COMPOSITE MATERIALS IN POSTERIOR RESTORATIONS

Posterior Composite Filling

- 1 x Handpiece for Composite Filling and Polishing
- 1 x Small / Medium Contact Forming Composite Instrument - Owal shaped plunger for use with condensable composite material in posterior restorations.
- 1 x Small Amalgam Plunger - Rectangular shaped plunger for use with condensable composite material in posterior restorations.
- 1 x Medium / Large Contact Forming Composite Instrument - Oval shaped instrument designed to provide improved contact filling for small / medium class II restorations.
- 1 x Large / Medium Contact Forming Composite Instrument - Oval shaped instrument designed to provide improved contact filling for medium/large Class II restorations.

More information is available from www.dental2a2.co.uk or direct by calling FREEPHONE 0800 90 90 01 or e-mail to sales@dental2a2.co.uk

---

**An Invitation To Lunch**

OralB’s popular lunch and learn sessions are CPD accredited so all team members can earn CPD credit throughout the hour of valuable CPD in the comfort of their own practice.

The meetings are ideal for those who want to learn more about the latest developments in power brushing and toothpaste including clinical support and marketing opportunities. Samples for patient and personal use will also be available. OralB will endeavour to visit as many of the dental practices in the region and will provide a short presentation focusing on clinical data behind their products. As the presentation takes place at lunchtime, OralB will provide lunch for all team members present. Access to the Internet has led to an increased level of interest and awareness in the demands of our patients, and we believe that this is an ideal opportunity to assist in developing knowledge in this area.

To register for this lunch and learn demonstration you will need to contact your local OralB rep to register your practice, or if you do not have one please call 08008895888 and Inform a member of the customer service team will call you in. As demand high, reps will allocate appointments on a first come, first served basis.

---

**Spray**

Encouraging good oral health from the start with Spry

Spry has now been proven to be a highly effective tool against tooth decay in children.

Made-up of a unique 5-carbon sugar alcohol structure, spry contains rebaudioside-a, a compound from a number of pathogenic bacteria including Streptococcus mutans (S. mutans), which have been proven to cause the formation of plaque on teeth. With 40% less calories than normal sugar, Spry is a great way of achieving good dietary balance for children. The varied range of products from Spry include those designed specifically for children. The Spry Toothpaste for example, is fluoride-free and totally safe to swallow, while being available in different textural styles, the toothpaste also includes a novelty toothbrush perfect for young teeth and gums.

It is essential that children be given the tools to maintain good oral health, from a young age. Combine effective products with good dental routines established from a young age, and children have every chance to enjoy a healthy life.

For more information contact Anyana 4 Ltd on 01432 651331, or visit www.anyana.co.uk

---

**New Show 2013**

BHF Heart Party at the Dentistry Show 2013

The Dentistry Show 2013 (1st and 2nd March, Birmingham, NEC) will not only provide quality education with eCPD, but will also offer a great range of new products and equipment, with a packed networking programme. The BHF Heart Party will be teaming up with Heart4Life, the leading heart charity in the country, to host a gala dinner at the NEC on Friday 1st March. Heart4Life is a community driven organisation and our aim is to help save people’s lives and get networking. From 6.30pm everyone is invited to join in and support the fantastic Heart4Life dinner. The event is raising money to support research for the BHF Heart Party at the Dentistry Show. For further details, please contact jim@heart4life.co.uk or call +447899 897358

For more information to register for free for the 2013 event, visit www.thedentistryshow.co.uk